X-RAY ANALYTICAL MICROSCOPE

XGT-7200V

XGT-7200V

A system for every application

Seamless transition from optical visualization to element distribution
The XGT-7200V X-ray fluorescence (XRF) microscope combines optical visualization with high performance elemental analysis
and imaging. No sample pre-treatment is necessary - simply insert the sample, and within three mouse clicks the analysis can be
started. Dual Vacuum modes ensure the highest sensitivity to light elements (Full Vacuum) or atmospheric pressure analysis for
fragile/biological materials (Localised Vacuum). Intuitive software guides the user through every step - from initial sample set up
through to comprehensive data analysis routines.
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It takes just three clicks to
move from sample observation to
10 μm analysis
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Acquire a spectrum to see
what elements are present
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Analyse for concentration

See the element distribution
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Principle of X-ray Fluorescence
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X-RAY ANALYTICAL MICROSCOPE

Chamber
The spacious sample chamber allows samples of all shapes and sizes to be accommodated. The integrated XYZ stage ensures
easy handling. Within seconds the user can switch between the Dual Vacuum modes available within the sample chamber.
These allow chamber conditions (and measurement results) to be optimised for different samples.
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Software
The XGT-7200V is operated via intuitive software which leads the user through experiment set up, acquisition and data analysis.
A full complement of acquisition modes and qualitative/quantitative analysis functions ensures the maximum versatility for the
user.
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Applications
The spac

XGT-7200V supports
various applications

Mono-cap

Mono-capillary

Focal point

A comprehensive software platform
Easy operation

Focal point
＋3 mm

Hyperspectral imaging

Focal point
＋5 mm

Poly-capillary

Focal point

Focal point
＋3 mm

Complete acquisition options

Full data analysis capabilities
Focal point
＋5 mm

ious sample chamber
The spacious sample chamber allows samples of all shapes
and sizes to be accommodated.
The integrated XYZ stage ensures easy handling. The user
has complete control over sample movement and the analysis
position via three integrated colour video cameras.

pillary
The HORIBA X-ray Guide Tube (XGT) provides X-ray beams with high intensity and microscopic
diameters - ranging from 1.2 mm down to a unique 10 μm. They allow fast and easy elemental
analysis of individual particles and features.
The exclusive use of mono-capillary optics in the XGT-7200V ensures analytical clarity with
parallel beams which are optimised for micro-XRF analysis. These allow "focus free" analysis even with rough samples precise, well-defined elemental images can be obtained. Acquisition
times are kept to a minimum because time consuming "autofocus" procedures are not required.
Applic ationýýRough or unevenly shaped sample
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Applic ationýýCopper mesh
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Applic ationýýEngine wear
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Dual vacuum chamber
The Dual Vacuum modes of the XGT-7200V offer the user versatility for a wide range of samples. Even samples which cannot withstand full
vacuum conditions can be analysed by using the Localised Vacuum mode, which retains the sample at atmospheric pressure.
A ppl i cat i o nýýTablet
Full Vacuum
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Fast switching
A ppl i cat i o nýýClam

Localised Vacuum
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SmartMap
The XGT-7200V's SmartMap software gives unlimited analysis flexibility and it acquires spatial and spectral information. After the acquisition
the user can generate element images at will, or extract spectra from specified regions within the map. Thus it is possible to both examine
element distribution and perform qualitative/quantitative spectral analysis from a single dataset.

Application Focus
Multi-point analysis
FORENSIC SCIENCE
Forensic scientists generally require fast and non-destructive
analysis of a very wide range of materials. Often these
materials are presented in very small quantity, as evidence
collected from a crime scene. The elemental "fingerprint"
which XRF reveals is used to identify unknown materials,
match crime scene materials to those found on suspects and
provide vital information on explosive/gunpowder constituents.
Furthermore, XRF mapping allows gun shot residue patterns
to be observed, and paint cross sections to be characterised.

The software controlled sample stage allows the user to define a number of
experiments, including multi-point, line, and grid analyses.
A p p l i cat ionýýPCB board
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X-ray transmission image

Ap p l i c a t i o nýý

With the XGT-7200V the penetrating nature of X-rays can be harnessed to view the
internal structure of a sample - without having to open it up. The collimated beams
generated by the X-ray guide tube allows unevenly shaped samples to be imaged
with high resolution.
Ap p l i cationýýIC chip
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■Outer dimension

■Specification of XGT-7200V
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